Abstract-An efficient cluster based approach on call scheduling in mobile networks is proposed in this paper. The dynamic threshold value (τ) is formulated with justification. The clusters are formed on the basis of defined threshold value. The cluster head has been selected with respect to different weight metrics for improving call scheduling. The leader (cluster head) election procedure is also described for link breakage and link emergence respectively. After the formation of clusters, the subsequent call scheduling algorithm has also been outlined in detail in this work.
I. INTRODUCTION
The rapid growth of cellular telephony needs efficient resource allocation strategies. Hence, an effective call selection procedure is also required at the same time. During network congestion, Call Admission Control (CAC) strategy is used to give permission to limited number of users as well as deny service for rest of the users [3] . Consequently, Quality of Service (QoS) becomes an important factor for admitted users. It is therefore necessary to consider two near contradictory requirements -allocating resources as well as ensuring Quality of Service (QoS) when all users are trying to make a request at the same time.
Nodes communicate with each other using multi-hop links in mobile cellular networks. Each node in the network has call forwarding capability to other nodes. So, various routing strategies [11] have been designed to address the problem of finding the routing path. The cluster based routing protocol proposed in [9] assumes that the mobile nodes are location-aware. The procedure behind the foundation of location different neighbor's location with respect to a specific node is beyond the scope of this work. One of the most important parameters to be considered for leader election in a cluster is the congestion metric. However, a limitation in the proposed routing protocol in [10] has been observed regarding this
issue. An efficient call scheduling procedures known as Priority based Tree Generation for mobile networks (PTGM) in [1] has described a tree based methodology with the foundation of unique path sequence. This tree based call scheduling procedure has been mapped into Cartesian coordinate system, with mobile terminal (MT) placed at the origin (0,0). Hence, other cells are represented as points in the coordinate system with following certain criteria [2] . This coordinate based routing protocol (CSTR) has been formulated with the help of a tree structure and all possible routing paths could also be enumerated in a simple manner. This routing path analysis needs a more efficient methodology to increase throughput and reduce network latency at the same time.
In this paper, a new constraint based spatial clustering algorithm has been designed for call scheduling. This algorithm is based on a dynamic threshold value. This threshold value has been formulated with respect to the Euclidian distances between the cells of the coordinate based system representation in [2] . On the basis of threshold value, the different clusters of cells could be formed and hence, a new clustering algorithm is proposed. The positional identity (x,y) of each cell is broadcast to all other cells in the network. Consequently, it causes congestion known as Broadcast Storm. To prevent it, a new multicast clustering algorithm is also proposed in this paper. Once the clusters have been formed, the leader election in a cluster is done with a weight based algorithm to reduce the searching complexity to a large extent. This weight is quantified with respect to different performance metrics. Due to the emergence of new nodes or disappearance of the existing ones in/from the network, the cluster leader needs to be updated. Hence, two algorithms named as link_emergence and link_breakage have been proposed. The formation of clusters and call scheduling through the clustered nodes have been discussed in detail. The simulated result of performance analysis for the system is also shown in terms of QoS of the network.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a brief description of coordinate based routing protocol (CSTR) is provided for completeness of the work. The different issues of the proposed model are described with various algorithms in section 3. The experimental results are discussed in section 4. The section 5 concludes the advantages of the proposed model with future scope.
II. COORDINATE BASED SEARCH TREE GENERATION WITH THE DETERMINATION OF ROUTING PATHS (CSTR) [2] In this model, MT is denoted by (0,0) and each other cell is having a coordinate of the form (x,y). The cells covered by the radius r (within transmission covering range [3] ) of MT are mapped as (x,y+1), (x+1,y+1) and (x+1,y) such that x+1 ≤ r and y+1 ≤ r. For example, in Fig. 1(a) , cell numbers C 13 , C 12 and C 11 of r = 1 in [1] are mapped into (1,0), (1,1) and (0,1) respectively. Therefore, cellular structure of mobile networks detected in [1] could be mapped into a coordinate based system as shown in Fig. 1(b) . 
III. THE PROPOSED MODEL
The model proposed in this paper is the collection of several functional events in a sequential manner. These are listed as follows:
(i) Determination of threshold value; (ii) Formation of Constraint based Spatial Clustering Algorithm and identification of broadcast storm;
(iii) Prevention of broadcast storm by using multicast clustering algorithm;
(iv) Introduction of weight metric and subsequent proposal of a leader election algorithm for the reduction of searching complexity;
(v) The necessity of dynamic link handling using weighted mobility-adaptive leader election algorithm;
A. Determination of Threshold Value
The threshold value selection for a cluster based system reflects the number of clusters obtained. If the threshold value is very small, then there would be a high number of clusters and consequently each connected component size becomes quite small. So it results in a low throughput. On the other hand, the reverse situation would occur for the high threshold value. This leads to high congestion and latency. The threshold values could be defined as follows:
where, D denotes the distance between the two farthest cells in radius r, N denotes the total number of cells in radius r, max and min denotes the maximum and minimum Euclidian distances between cells belonging to radii i and j respectively.
Considering Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 1(b) , the threshold value would be 0.56 for cells belonging to radius r = 2 and 1.618 for that of r = 1 and r = 2.
B. Constraint Based Spatial Clustering Algorithm
Once the threshold value is determined, the clustering process [12] is initiated. Here, the metric used is the positional identity (x,y) of the cell, where x denotes the position of the cell along the X-axis and y denotes its position along the Y-axis. Each cell advertises its positional identity to adjacent cells in the form of broadcast packets. It is performed in the network as shown in Fig. 1(b) . Now, the difference between the positional identity values of the two cells is compared with the predefined threshold values. If it is less than the threshold value, an edge is constructed between the two vertices (cells). Otherwise, no edge exists between these two cells. Hence, a number of connected components (clusters) are obtained, maintaining the tradeoff between throughput and latency. This procedure is described by the following algorithm. The various functions used in the above algorithm are:
Algorithm: begin
1) BROADCAST_PACKET( ) -Advertises the positional identity of a cell to all the adjacent cells in the network. 2) RECEIVE_PACKET( ) -A cell receives a packet from an adjacent cell using this routine.
A major problem has been identified in the above algorithm known as broadcast storm. Due to the broadcasting of packets, it may happen that there would be the possibility of multiple copies of the same packet reaching any particular cell. Subsequently, it causes network congestion.
C. Prevention of Broadcast Storm
A multicast clustering algorithm has been proposed to prevent broadcast storm. The key feature of this algorithm is that -sending multicast packets to the neighbors except the one from which it receives a multicast packet. This prevention procedure is described by the following multicast clustering algorithm. 1) MULTICAST_PACKET( ) -Advertises the positional identity of a cell to all the adjacent cells in the network except the one from which it itself received the multicast packet. 2) RECEIVE_PACKET( ) -A cell receives a packet from an adjacent cell using this routine.
Algorithm

D. A New Approach towards Leader Election
Once the clusters have been formed, the next step is to design an efficient leader election algorithm. Leader election is a fundamental control problem in both wired and wireless systems [4] . A leader is required in a group communication system to handle the transmission of messages to the members of the group. Here, it is represented by a cluster-head of a cluster. The dynamic cluster-head selection is required for the constant change of the network topologies. The weights (W) are assigned to each member of the cluster. The maximum weighted member is to be considered as the cluster-head. These weights are dependent on the following parameters.
1) Degree of a vertex (cell):
This denotes the number of cells (D) connected to that specific cell. If the degree of the cell is higher, then it has a greater probability of being elected as a cluster-head due to nearest neighborhood principle [5] .
2) Mean of the distances:
This parameter (δ) represents the mean of the distances of a cell from its neighbors. If the value of δ is small, then its probability of being elected as a cluster-head is higher.
3) Counter values associated with each cell (C):
The concept of counters was introduced in [6] . The counter values are increased with respect to time and provide a measure of the congestion level along a specific path. Naturally, higher counter value of a particular cell means high congestion. Subsequently, it has a lower probability to be elected as the cluster-head.
Once all the parameters have been quantified, the weight (W) can be defined as follows.
W α
The leader election algorithm runs recursively and eventually terminates after electing a unique cluster-head for each cluster. This algorithm is comprised of the following procedures.
ELECT_HEAD ( ) -Any cell which has no clusterhead begins a diffusing computation [7] and calls this procedure. This in turn sends the elect_head message to all its neighbors.
RECV_MSG ( ) --When a cell receives an elect_head message through the RECV_MSG ( ) procedure, it sets the sending cell as its parent. SEND_NODE ( ) --It returns the cell (C ij ) which sent the last message to the receiving cell.
SEND_ACK ( ) --If a cell receives an elect_head message from a non-parent cell, then it returns an ACK message to the cell. This message contains the information about the current best valued cell and its identity in the cluster. This is a recursive procedure which continues until a unique leader is chosen for the cluster.
SEND_NAK ( ) --This procedure is called when a cell has received an elect_head message from another cell that is designated as its parent.
BROADCAST_PACKET ( ) -When the cell initiates the diffusing computations, subsequently it learns about the leader. Then, it sends a broadcast packet to all other cells belonging to the cluster using this procedure.
On the basis of the defined procedures, an algorithm is described for the cluster-head selection problem considering the highest weighted node as follows.
Algorithm: Leader_selection( ) begin for each cluster C i do for each node A i in C i do while CLUSTER_HEAD(A i ) is NULL ELECT_HEAD ( A i ) end while end for for any node A j in C i if RECV_MSG ( ) == elect_head /* elect_head message sent by the ELECT_HEAD ( ) procedure */ if SEND_NODE ( ) == PARENT(A j ) /* indicates the parent of A i in the spanning tree */ SEND_NAK ( PARENT (A j ) ) else SEND_ACK (recv_node) /* indicates the node from which the elect_head message was received by the node A j */ else if for all nodes ∈ CHILD(A j ) RECV_ACK ( ) == true then SEND_ACK ( PARENT (A j ) ) end if end if end for if for all nodes A j ∈ CHILD(A i ) /* CHILD (A i ) returns the children of the node A i in the spanning tree */ RECV_ACK ( ) == true then BROADCAST_PACKET ( leader) /* leader indicates the most valued node based on the weight */ end if end for end E. Weighted Mobility Adaptive Leader Election
The leader election problem defined in the previous section has been described from the static point of view. The weights of each node are to be calculated during link breakage (i.e., when one or more nodes are detached from the cluster) or link emergence (i.e., when new nodes are added to the cluster). Subsequently, the leader election algorithm is updated, considering these two cases.
1) Link Breakage: If a link fails, then the nodes connected through the link is detached from the cluster. In the proposed algorithm, two new message packets namely ping and response are introduced. All nodes keep on sending ping packets to adjacent nodes to check the condition of their links. Whenever a node receives a ping packet, it replies with a response packet. So, once a node has sent a ping packet and has not received a response from a particular node, this means the link has failed. Consequently, the nodes participate in a leader election mechanism to choose a new leader. This process is described by the following algorithm. 2) Link Emergence: When a new cell site appears in the network, then a new base station is added to include the cell site in the cellular network. Then a new link comes up that connects the Base Station to the network. In this situation, two cases may occur. Either the new node(cell) has a weight less than that of the current cluster-head or greater than that. If the weight of currently arrived node is greater than the cluster head, then a packet with its own value and the link information is broadcast to the others in the cluster. Accordingly, the cluster head is updated and subsequently, all nodes of the cluster are informed of the changes. Otherwise, the new node is simply registered in the cluster. This process is described by the following algorithm. 
Algorithm
C i  C i ∪{A i } else
BROADCAST_PACKET ( leader, A i ) /* broadcasts a packet declaring itself as the leader and passing its control information to other nodes */ end if end for end
The procedure used: BROADCAST_PACKET ( ) -The node with the highest weight broadcasts a packet declaring itself as the leader and passing its control information to other nodes.
CALL SCHEDULING
Once the clusters are formed and maintained, these can be used to handle incoming call requests. When a mobile node sends a call request, the call is forwarded to the corresponding Base Station which is then forwarded to the cluster-head of the corresponding cluster. This cluster-head then forwards the call to the cluster-head of the cluster to which the call is to be forwarded. The cluster-head then forwards the call to the base station of the call receiving node and subsequently forwarded to the call receiving node.
So, the path of the call request can be represented as follows:
Where, C S , BS S and Leader S denote the sender side and C R , BS R and Leader R denote the receiver side.
CALL ROUTING BETWEEN LEADER S AND LEADER R
Once the Leader S and Leader R cells have been predetermined, the next step is to find the shortest path between Leader S and Leader R . This is done by using the Kruskal's algorithm. This algorithm finds a minimum spanning tree for a connected weighted graph. So, to map our problem to the Kruskal's algorithm, a connected weighted graph is constructed where the cluster-heads represent the vertices and the edges are represented by weights that denote the Euclidean distances between the nodes. For sake of completeness the Kruskal's algorithm is presented next.
Algorithm:
Kruskal (v,u) 
to T. Merge C(v) and C(u) into one cluster, that is, union C(v) and C(u). return tree T
The above algorithm can be shown to run in O(E log E) time, or equivalently, O(E log V) time, all with simple data structures. These running times are equivalent because:
 E is at most V 2 and logV 2 = 2logV is O(log V).  If we ignore isolated vertices, which will each be their own component of the minimum spanning forest, V ≤ E+1, so log V is O(log E).
Next the call scheduling algorithm is presented. The time required for cluster formation is already evaluated in [13, 14] . So, the methodology proposed here reduces the computation time to a large extent with respect to previous approaches.
Algorithm
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed model is simulated with Matlab 7.5.0. Here, the result shows the effect of clustering on call scheduling. The Fig. 2 shows the congestion in the network with respect to various cells with and without clustering. The weight metric used is the counter values that were introduced in [6] and discussed in Section III.D.
The counter values are an effective measure for the network congestion with respect to the traffic requests being handled by a given Base Station(cell) at a given point of time. The x-axis gives the id's of the various cells in the network. Thus, e.g., 250 here refers to cell C 250 . Random calls were initiated with a pseudo-random number generator. The algorithm was executed for 100 iterations and the average values of the Weight metric(C) were plotted as the graph shown in Fig.2 . The Quality of Service(QoS) is inversely proportional to the congestion in the network. So, the QoS metric(Q) increases when the congestion metric(C) decreases and vice versa. This can be mathematically represented as :
QoS(Q) α
The Quality of Service metric Q can be parametrically represented as the following mathematical formulation:
Where, -µ + minimum value of log µ is a predefined constant having value 0.5. The value of µ is chosen in such a way in order to make the parameter Q to assume positive values only. Hence we get the following graph for QoS versus the cells. The procedure for cluster based call scheduling methodology has been described in this work. The searching cost is reduced for using the cluster head in routing. At the same time, the leader (cluster head) election algorithm has been enhanced with the inclusion of link_breakage and link_emergence procedures. So, it increases the flexibility of dynamic call scheduling. The use of Kruskal's algorithm for finding the shortest path and the subsequent call scheduling algorithm proposed in this paper are reactive call scheduling strategies that, though efficient in terms of storage costs require higher computational resources because the Shortest paths have to found out each time a call is initiated. This problem can be solved by maintaining routing tables. Further study on extending this model for construction of routing tables is in progress.
